
Conducted generative user research using various ethnographic methods such 

as interviews, shadowing, and fly-on-the-wall observations


Collaborated in insight generation, journey mapping, and persona development

TATA 1mg   |   UX Research Intern                      MAY ‘17 - JUL ‘17

Created a ‘gesture vocabulary’ for interaction in Virtual Reality for a culturally 

diverse audience using gesture elicitation studies


Prototyped 3D interactions like hand gestures, natural object interaction, and 

headgaze with Unity 3D and evaluated them using comparative studies and 

statistical analysis.

IIT Guwahati   |   Undergraduate Researcher                      DEC ‘17 - APR ‘19

Conducted in-depth interviews and protocol analysis with 10 users to evaluate 

Haptipedia prototype- a haptic device visualization library


Performed grounded-theory analysis to draw insights on data dimensions, user 

tasks, and usability issues of the prototype


Designed and prototyped interactive data visualizations using Tableau and D3.js

University of British Columbia   |   UX Research Intern                      MAY ‘18 - JUL ‘18

Investigated underlying values that users achieve through browsing a haptic 

device visualization library- Haptipedia


Designed a four week long diary study and conducted a total of 21 remote 

interviews, and surveys with 7 participants


Performed grounded-theory analysis on interview and survey data

Max Planck Institute - IS   |   UX Research Intern MAY ‘19 - JUL ‘19

Shipped 10+ enterprise and financial products using user-centered design 

methods in an Agile environment. Some notable achievements-


Designed a data visualization and analytics tool for firm-wide usage to make 

data monitoring, data analysis, and report creation more efficient. Worked with 

engineers and product managers in requirements gathering, competitive 

analysis, product conceptualization, and interaction design


Envisioned and designed a unified trading portal for derivates traders to 

perform portfolio management, financial research, order management, and trade 

execution tasks efficiently. Used participatory design methods to quickly 

design, evaluate and iterate personae, use-cases and solutions


Led the design of a continuous integration tool for developers to collaborate on 

shared code-bases and monitor builds and test-cases. Design process involved 

user interviews, persona creation, prototyping and rapid testing


Initiated summative usability testing, and logs analysis within the UX team. 

Formulated research templates, guidelines and metrics to measure product 

effectiveness, identify usability issues and make data-driven design decisions.


D. E. Shaw & Co   |   Senior UX Designer                      JUL ‘19 - AUG ‘21

Experience

UX Researcher and Designer

Ashutosh Agrawal ashutoshdesign.github.io

+1-734-510-0638

agarashu@umich.edu

JUL ‘15 - MAY ‘19

User Research

Contextual Inquiry

Field Study

Diary Study

Surveys

Heuristic Evaluation

Participatory Design

Server Logs Analysis

A/B Testing

Usability Evaluation

Experimental Design

Statistical Analysis

Qualitative Analysis

Design

Interaction Design

Visual Design

Motion Graphics

Persona Creation

Journey Mapping

Info Architecture

Rapid Prototyping

Data Visualization

Tools and Code

Figma

Adobe Suite

Axure

UserTesting

MaxQDA

Qualtrics

C/C#

Python

HTML/CSS

JavaScript & D3.js

Skills

Publications

“Haptipedia: Accelarating Haptic Device Discovery 

to Support Interaction and Engineering Design”


“Toward Expert-sourcing of a Haptic Device 

Repository”

Conference on Human Factors in 
Computing Systems 2019   |   ACM

“Exploring 3D interactions for Number-entry and 

Menu Selection in Virtual Reality Environment”

International Conference on Research Into 
Design 2019   |   Springer

Bachelor’s in Design (Minor in CS)  |  GPA: 9.1

Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati

Education

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

AUG ‘21 - APR ‘23

Master’s in Human Computer Interaction  |  GPA: 4.0


